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ART. XX.—Late and Magic Runes in Cumberland. By 
W. G. COLLINGWOOD, M.A., F.S.A. 

Read at Darlington, September 14th, 1905. 

it LETTER from Bishop Nicolson to Mr. Walker 
(Master of University College, Oxford) on the Bew-

castle Cross runes, contains a curious passage, printed in 
Gibson's Camden, upon which perhaps more light could 
be thrown if the attention of our Society were directed to 
it. 

Carlisle, Nov. 2, 1685. 
I accidentally met a Gentleman in the neighbourhood who shewed 

me a Book of Spells and Magical Receipts, taken (two or three days 
before) in the Pocket of one of our Moss-troopers; wherein, among 
many other conjuring feats, was prescribed a certain Remedy for 
an Ague, by applying a few barbarous characters to the Body of the. 
Party distemper'd. These, methought, were very near akin to 
Wormius's RAMRUNER, which, he says, differ'd wholly in figure and 
shape from the common Rune. For though he tells us that these 
Rancruner were so called Eo quod molestias, dolores, morbosque hisce 
infligere inimicis soliti sunt Magi; yet his great friend Arng. Jonas, 
more to our purpose, says, That—His etiam usi sunt ad benefaciendum, 
juvandum, medicandum tam animi quam corporis morbis ; atque ad ipsos 
Cacodcemones pellendos et fugandos. I shall not trouble you with a 
draught of this Spell, because I have not yet had an opportunity of 
learning whether it may not be an ordinary one, and to be met with 
(among others of the same nature) in Paracelsus or Cornelius Agrippa. 

I owe the reference to the Rev. C. W. Whistler of 
Stockland, Somerset, who has since mentioned the pas-
sage in The Sagabook of the Viking Club (vol. iv., 1905, 
p. 23). " Wormius's Ramruner " alludes to Ole Worm, 
the Danish antiquary of the early part of the seventeenth 
century, who describes the use of these magic formulæ 
for inflicting harm upon an enemy. " Arng. Jonas " 
(Arngrim J6nsson, the Icelandic scholar, 1567-1648) 
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describes their use in healing. As rarnr in Icelandic 
means " strong," especially with a suggestion of super-
natural power, ramrúnar means " magic runes ; " and 
indeed this was the popular idea of runes in general, until 
the revival of Northern scholarship in the last century 
gave a more accurate meaning to the word. Sir Walter 
Scott, who had considerable interest in Scandinavian 
studies, used " runic " in this vague sense ; for when 
Norna of the Fitful Head (The Pirate, chap. 28) was 
making magic and calling on the " elemental spirit," she 
sang :— 

With my rhyme of Runic, I 
Thank thee for thy agency. 

But in middle English, " runes " could mean simply 
writing," especially in northern English. In the four- 

teenth century Cursor Mundi (line 1523o) the story of the 
Lord's Supper is told thus :- 

The lauerd es to super sette, 
The mete al redi bun, (boun') 

Up he lift his hali hand 
And gaf the benisun. 

Than he tok the bred and brack 
Als it es redd in run (rune) 

Til his disciplis he it delt 
And said thaim this sarmun. 

But the fifteenth century Midland copyist, not under-
standing that " read in rune " meant read in Scripture," 
changed it to " as hit is red in toun ; " and he made 
exactly the same mistranscription when the same word 
occurred a few pages later (line 157o4).* 

Even in the fourteenth century, however, the word 
.carried some idea of the supernatural. In the poem 
which Dr. Richard Morris, the editor, calls by the title 
of " Cleanness " (E.E.T.S., 1864, p. 84, line 1544), the 

* The references to Cursor and Cleanness are given by Prof. G. Stephens, in 
The Runes, whence came they ? 
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" Mene Tekel Upharsin " written on the wall at Bel-
shazzar's feast is described as " runish." It is said that 
the king 
Romyes as a rad ryth (howls as a frightened dog) that rorez for drede 
Ay biholdand the honde til it had al graven 
And rasped on the roz woze (rough wall) runisch sauez (saws). 

From the poetical Edda downwards there is always this 
secondary idea attaching to runes as not only simple 
writing, but writing that could be used as a vehicle of 
magic. Not to multiply instances, one might refer to the 
saga of Egil Skallagrimsson, who once, to test for poison 
the drink offered by the witch-queen Gunnhild (afterwards 
of York), " drew his knife and pricked the palm of his 
hand. He took the horn, scratched runes thereon, and 
smeared blood in them. He spoke a verse (not a magic 
rhyme, but merely expressing his feelings at the moment) 
—and the horn burst asunder ! " This event, so far as it 
has any historical character, is dated 923, and gives one 
aspect of what was supposed to be the use of runes. 
Another is given in the story, later on, of his healing a 
sick girl by taking away from her bed the piece of whale-
bone on which bad runes had been cut :— 

Egil read them, then cut the runes and scraped them off into the 
fire. He burnt the whole piece of whalebone, and had the bed-
clothes that she had used hung out to air. Then he sang :- 

Runes none should grave ever 
Who know not to use them ; 
Of a dark spell full many 
The meaning may miss. 
Ten spell-words writ wrongly 
On the whalebone were graven, 
And brought to the maiden 
Long sorrow and pain. 

Egil then graved runes and laid them under her bolster. She 
seemed as if she awoke out of sleep, and said she felt well, though 
she was weak . . . 

No doubt, in the tenth century, the nursing had at least 
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as much to do with the cure as the prescription, which 
may happen in the twentieth century. But the story is 
probably a true one. 

Now what sort of words were they which people 
believed to contain this virtue ? There is at the British 
Museum a magic ring found at Kingmoor, near Carlisle, 
in 1817 or 1818, bearing runes which seem to be a magic 
formula, but read like nonsense. Another ring from Lund 
in Sweden, worn as a preservative against epilepsy, has a 
runic inscription THEBAL GUTH GUTHANI . . . ., containing 
apparently a prayer to God (Stephens, O.N.R.M., i., p. 492)• 
These, of course, are centuries earlier than the moss-
trooper's book ; but it is curious to trace the persistence 
of beliefs and of the use of runes. We have in the twelfth 
century, when the Norman Conquest might seem to have 
stamped out all Scandinavian character, the Dolfin runes 
at Carlisle Cathedral, and the Pennington tympanum, 
showing a strong survival of the old northern language 
among the people. Later in the twelfth century we have 
Master Richard of Durham (as it seems) inscribing runes 
on the Bridekirk font, and some unknown sculptor writing 
yet unread runes on the Adam grave-slab at Dearham :— 

Stephens gave a reading, but based it on the early runes, 
which were quite out of date when this stone, as its 
ornament shows, was carved. 

On the Caton " Roger de Burgh" grave-slab, we have a 
further stage of transition, in which runes are mixed with 
Norman lettering. Among other points we might notice 
the use of the " thorn " in spelling " the," which survives 
in this form "ye." Various antiquaries have attempted 
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a reading :—" Ihs (Jesus) Nazarenus (?) crucifixes (rex) 
Judeorum. Ioes (Johannes) u the Pitk (?) Roger (de) 
Burgh seniur." 
• But runes, pure and simple, long remained occasionally 
in use. The runic calendars of Norway and Sweden, on 
sticks, measuring-wands, fans and boxes, of the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries, are well known ; at the 
Copenhagen Museum there are sixteenth century chairs 
from Iceland with long runic inscriptions ; and Stephens 
has given some examples of the use of runes in 
Northumbria during this comparatively recent period : so 
that the possibility of their occurrence in a seventeenth 
century book in Cumberland is not to be doubted. 

We can even get a hint at its magical contents from a 
vellum MS. at Stockholm dating from about the fourteenth 
century, and containing medical and other recipes. 
Among these is a formula for terrifying an enemy. You 
must write on a stick the later rune for H and the earlier 
rune for K. Then you must read thrice, forwards and 
backwards, the sentence " sprengd mans hoc," &c.—so 
Stephens quotes it (The Runes, p. 51). This formula is 
the well-known memorial sentence of King Waldemar :- 

SPRENGT MANS HÖK FLYTHI DUUE BOLL 
Tossed man's hawk fled 	dove bright. 

That is to say, " The bright dove fled from the man's 
tossed hawk." Why this phrase of all others ? Partly, 
no doubt, because it expresses what you wish your enemy 
to do when he feels your curse let loose upon him like a 
hawk from your fist ; but partly because it is a sentence of 
curious inherent virtue. The story about it is that the 
Danish king Waldemar Sejr (the Victorious, 1202-1241), 
being interested in literature, used to talk with Olaf 
Hvitaskald the grammarian (died 1259, brother of the 
Icelandic historian and lawman Sturla Thordarson, the 
younger, Snorri Sturlason's nephew, 1214-1284). At that 
time the ordinary later runes had been found insufficient 
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for representing the Latin alphabet, and the language of 
the period : so the king and the poet increased them by 
what we should call diacritical marks. A dotted or 
" stung " T and K became D and G ; I "stung" stood for 
E ; A and O crossed were 27E and ö ; P and Y were 
supplied. King Waldemar invented this sentence to con-
tain all the new letters. It became famous, and in a 
hundred years the innocent memoria technica gathered 
such mysterious import that it was used to scare one's 
enemies by magic. 

Most of the healing formule which we know are of 
similar harmless content, unless they are misunderstood 
and corrupted gibberish from the older religions. Some-
times their virtue was increased by writing them in 
cypher ; for there were several kinds of cryptic runes in 
use. Anglian cryptic runes of the eighth century can be 
seen at Hackness on the nuns' cross ; a Scandinavian 
specimen is in the bind-rune cross at Kirk Andreas, Isle 
of Man—both, as far as I know, undeciphered. And 
perhaps if we had Bishop Nicolson's " draught " of the 
mosstrooper's recipe for ague, we could not read it ; but 
we should like to try ! Mr. Hinds, who is our expert 
authority on the Jackson Library, tells me that it is no 
use searching there for any note or relic of the kind. But 
perhaps, if publicity is given to the question, something 
may turn up ; which is the chief reason why these remarks 
are submitted to the Society. 
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